


In post-war Poland, renowned painter Wladyslaw Strzemiński works as a professor at the 

National School of Fine Arts in Łódź. A great artist and co-creator of the theory of Unism, 

Strzemiński became famous before the Second World War. His students still treat him like 

the “messiah of modern painting”, but university authorities and the Ministry of Culture have 

a very different opinion. Unlike artists loyal to the doctrines of socialist realism and fulfilling 

Party tasks, Strzemiński does not compromise his art. He refuses to comply with Party regu-

lations, and he is eventually expelled from the university and the artists’ union. But Strzemiń-

ski’s students continue to support him, visiting him for private lectures. They pen down his 

Theory of Vision and listen to his critique of their work. But jobless Strzemiński, impaired due 

to a missing arm and leg, soon falls into poverty and poor health as the Communist autho-

rities remain persistent in their actions to ruin him...

SYNOPSIS 



I wanted to film the story of an artist – a painter, for a very long time now.

I decided to bring Władysław Strzemiński to screen because he is one of the most

accomplished Polish artists, and he has been wiped out of the public memory by

the consequent actions of the Communist government. Strzemiński understood the

path of modern art. He explained it in his book entitled „Theory of Vision.” The

conviction that the abstract art is the only option left to an artist, because

thematic painting and postimpressionism have already said everything, gave him 

a strength to oppose the Communist authorities. He was an exceptional teacher,

as well as a founder of the second in the world Museum of Modern Art in Łódź in 1934.

AFTERIMAGE is a portrait of an unbroken man - a man confident of decisions he

has taken; a man fully dedicated to art. The film depicts four grave years 1949

– 1952, when the sovietisation of Poland took the most radical form, and the

socialist realism became the obligatory style of artistic expression.

I wanted to show a conflict of a distinguished individual with the Socialist

state attempting to control every aspect of human life. How a human being can

stand against the state apparatus? What is the price one has to pay for freedom

of expression? What are the choices each individual faces in a totalitarian

country? Although we thought these are questions of the past, they are slowly

starting to haunt us also today, and we should not forget what we already know

about how to answer them.

DIRECTOR’S  NOTE 

Andrzej Wajda 



WŁADYSŁAW
STRZEMIŃSKI

A painter. The co-creator of the Unism theory. A friend 

and student of Malevich, Chagall and Rodchenko. The 

most internationally recognized Polish artist of the 

interwar period.  

 

A theoretician of art. A visionary. The founder of the 

Museum of Modern Art in Łódź, housing one of the 

biggest collections in the world.  

The master whose works were presented from Moscow to Paris.  



The victim of the Communist persecutions. Towards the end of his 

life, on the brink of starvation, his situation forced him to arrange 

shopwindows. 

A controversial personality  artistically, politically and socially.  An 

individual who was everything, but ordinary. 

A man who only after the amputation  of his leg and arm learnt how 

to paint. Within a few years he became one of the most renowned 

painters. 

A man loved by women. A charismatic university professor adored by 

students. A master for the generations of young artists.  

WŁADYSŁAW
STRZEMIŃSKI



Art has a right to take part in life,  and life has a right to  
play in art.  

Art, according to Strzemiński, should discover important 
elements of life, and should create their abstract 
counterparts.  
 
Art isn’t some separate formation from life 
– it functions within it and is its integral component. 





ANDRZEJ WAJDA
DIRECTOR

In 2016, Polish director Andrzej Wajda celebrated his 90th birthday and 40th feature film: AFTERIMAGE. With a career spanning over 60 years, Wajda’s contribution to 

cinema has been recognized by the Academy Awards (Honorary Oscar in 2000), European Film Awards (Lifetime Achievement, 1990), Berlin Film Festival (Golden Bear for 

Lifetime Achievement, 2006), and many others. Four of his films have been nominated for the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film: The Promised Land (1975), 

The Maids of Wilko (1979), Man of Iron (1981), and Katyń (2007). Man of Iron won the coveted Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival. Wajda has directed films from many 

genres, but he began his career with a trilogy of anti-war films: A Generation (1954), Kanał (1957, Cannes - Special Jury Prize) and Ashes and Diamonds (1958). He has 

made many films set during or dealing with post World War II, including Korczak (1990), a story about a Jewish-Polish doctor who cares for orphan children, Holy Week 
(1995) specifically on Jewish-Polish relations, and Katyń (2007) about the Katyn massacre, in which Wajda’s own father was murdered. Wajda’s commitment to Poland’s 

Solidarity movement was manifested in Palme d’Or winner Man of Iron with Solidarity leader Lech Wałęsa appearing as himself. The director’s involvement in this movement 

would prompt the Polish government to force Wajda’s production company out of business. Three decades later, Wajda made the biopic Walesa, Man of Hope (European Film 

Awards - FIPRESCI Prize of the Year). Wajda’s other credits include 1983’s post-French Revolution epic Danton, starring Gérard Depardieu, 1980’s The Orchestra Conductor, 
starring John Gielgud; 1983’s A Love in Germany (1983) featuring Hanna Schygulla, and 1988’s The Possessed (1988) based on Dostoyevsky’s novel. Award-winning direc-

tor of photography Pawel Edelman has been one of Wajda’s great collaborators. They worked together on several films, including AFTERIMAGE, Walesa Man of Hope, Pan 
Tadeusz (1999) Sweet Rush (Alfred Bauer Prize at the Berlin International Film Festival in 2009) and Wajda’s 1994 film version of Dostoyevsky’s novel The Idiot. Wajda was 

born in 1926 in Suwałki, Poland, the son of a school teacher and an army officer. Wajda’s father was murdered by the Soviets in 1940 in what came to be known as the Katyn 

massacre. In 1942 he joined the Polish resistance and served in the Armia Krajowa. After the war, he studied to be a painter at Kraków’s Academy of Fine Arts before ente-

ring the Łódź Film School. After his apprenticeship to director Aleksander Ford, Wajda was given the opportunity to direct his own film: A Generation (1955).Throughout his 

film career, Wajda has simultaneously worked as a director in theatre. His acclaimed productions include versions of Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Antigone and a unique interpreta-

tion of Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment.



Films:
- Pokolenie (Generation) 1954 (Polish State Prize);
- Idę do Słońca (I`m Going to the Sun) 1955;
- Kanał (Canal) 1957 (Jury Special Award – Silver Palm, Cannes IFF 1957);
- Popiół i diament (Ashes and Diamonds) 1957 (FIPRESCI Prize Venice IFF 1959, 
 D. O. Selznick`s Silver Laurel Award 1962);
- Lotna 1959;
- Niewinni czarodzieje (Innocent Sorcerers) 1960;
- Samson 1961;
- Sibirska Ledi Makbet (Siberian Lady Macbeth) 1962;
- L`amour a Vingt Ans (Love at Twenty) 1962;
- Popioły (Ashes) 1965;
- Gates to Paradise 1968;
- Wszystko na sprzedaż (Everything for Sale) 1969;
- Polowanie na muchy (Hunting Flies) 1969;
- Krajobraz po bitwie (Landscape After the Battle) 1970 (Golden Globe Milan 1971);
- Brzezina (The Birch Wood) 1970 (FIPRESCI Milan IFF 1970, Golden Medal Moscow IFF   
1971);
- Wesele (The Wedding) 1973 (Silver Shell San Sebastian IFF 1973);
- Ziemia obiecana (The Promised Land) 1975 (Gdańsk FF Golden Lions 1975, Golden Medal  
Moscow IFF 1975, Oscar® Award Nomination 1976);
- Człowiek z marmuru (Man of Marble) 1977 (FIPRESCI Prize, Cannes IFF 1978, 
 Jury Special Prize, Cartagena IFF 1980);
- Bez znieczulenia (Without Anesthesia) 1978 (OCIC Prize, Cannes IFF 1979);
- Panny z Wilka (The Maids of Wilko) 1979 (Oscar® Award Nomination 1980);
- Dyrygent (The Conductor) 1980;
- Człowiek z żelaza (Man of Iron) 1981 (Palme d`Or - Golden Palm Cannes IFF 1981,   
Oscar® Award Nomination 1982);
- Danton 1982 (Prix Luis Delluc 1982);
- Eine Liebe in Deutchland (A Love in Germany) 1983;
- Kronika wypadków miłosnych (Chronicle of Love Affairs) 1986;
- Les Possedes (The Possessed) 1987;
- Korczak 1990;
- Pierścionek z orłem w koronie (The Crowned-Eagle Ring ) 1992;
- Nastasya 1994;
- Wielki Tydzień (The Holy Week) 1995 (Silver Bear, Berlin IFF 1996);
- Panna Nikt (Miss Nobody) 1996;
- Pan Tadeusz (Mr Tadeusz) 1999;
- Zemsta (The Revenge) 2002;
- Katyń (Katyn) (2007), (Eagle Prize - Polish Film Academy Award, Best Film 2007; Oscar®  
 Award Nomination 2008, European Film Academy Prix d’Excellence 2008);
- Tatarak (Sweet Rush) (2009), (Alfred Bauer Prize for the Innovativeness – 
Berlin IFF 2009, European Film Academy Prix FIPRESCI 2009);
- Wałęsa. Człowiek z nadziei. (Walesa. Man of Hope) (2013) – Pirandello Prize Venice IFF   
2013.

Prizes:
- State First Class Prize 1974;
- Order of the Banner of Labor (second class) 1975;
- Konrad Swinarski Prize 1976;
- Premio  David di Donatello Luchino Visconti, Italy 1978;
- Officer’s Cross of Order of Polonia Restituta;
- Order of  Kirill and Methodus (first class), Bulgaria 1978;
- BAFTA Fellowship 1982;
- Onassis Prize, Greece 1982;
- Oficier, Legion d`honneur 1982 France;
- Cesar Award, France 1983;
- Pirandello Artistic Award, Italy 1986;
- Kyoto Prize, Japan 1987;
- Felix European Film Award – Lifetime Achievement Award 1990;
- Order of Rising Sun, Japan 1995; Premium Imperiale, Japan 1997;
- Golden Lion Life Achievement Award, Venice IFF, 1998;
- OSCAR® American Film Academy - Lifetime Achievement Award 2000;
- Commandeur, Legion d`honneur  France 2001;
- Golden Bear Life Achievement Award, IFF Berlin 2006;
- European Film Award Prix FIPRESCI 2009.

TV: Przekładaniec (Roly-Poly) 1968; Makbeth 1969; Pilatus und Andere 
(from Bulhakow’s Master and Margarita) 1971 German TV ZDF (Bambi 
Award 1972); Noc listopadowa (November Night) 1975; Z biegiem lat z 
biegiem dni (Gone with the Years, Gone with the Days) 1978-79; Zbrodnia i kara 
(Crime and Punishment) 1985; Wieczernik (The Last Supper) 1985; Hamlet IV 
1989; Silniejsza (The Stronger One) 1990; Mishima 1995; Bigda 1999; Wyrok na 
Franciszka Kłosa (The Condemnation of Franciszek Klos) 2000, Jan Nowak Jezio-
rański 60 lat później (Jan Nowak Jeziorański 60 years later) 2004;
Plays: Hatful of Rain 1959; Hamlet 1960, 1980, 1989; Two on the Seesaw 1960, 
1990; Demons 1963; Wesele (The Wedding) 1962, 1991, (1992 Salzburg Festi-
val); Play Strindberg 1970; Biesy (The Possessed) 1971, 
(1974 Yale Repertory); Sticks and Bones 1972 (Moscow); Noc listopadowa (No-
vember Night) 1974; Sprawa Dantona (The Danton Case) 1975, (1978 Sofia), 
1980, (1982 Trieste); Kiedy rozum śpi (When Reason is Asleep) 1976; Emigranci 
(Émigrés) 1976; Nastasya Filipowna (improvisation based on Dostoyewsky`s 
Idiot) 1977; Rozmowy z katem (Conversation with the Executioner) 1997; White 
Marriage 1977 Yale Repertory; Z biegiem lat z biegiem dni..(Gone with the 
Years, Gone with the Days) 1978;  Antygone 1984; Zbrodnia i kara (Crime and 
Punishment) 1984, (1986 Schaubuh-ne, Berlin); Wieczernik (The Last Supper) 
1985; Zemsta (Revenge) 1986; Panna Julia (Miss Julie) 1988; Dybuk / The Dyb-
buk 1988, (Tel Aviv 1988); Lekcja polskiego (Lesson of Polish Language) 1988; 
Nastasya (based on Dostoyewsky’s Idiot)  Tokyo 1989; Romeo and Juliet 1990; 
The Ghost So-nata 1994, Stokholm; Mishima 1994; Klątwa (The Curse) 1997; 
Słomkowy kapelusz (The Straw Hut) 1998; Macbeth 2004, Moscow;



MICHAŁ KWIECIŃSKI
PRODUCER

Producer’ s Note:

Andrzej Wajda is the most acclaimed living Polish director. In 2000 he received 

Honorary Oscar “for five decades of extraordinary film direction”, in 1998 

Golden Lion in Venice and in 2006 a Golden Bear at the Berlinale “for his 

lifetime contribution to the art of cinema” and hundreds of prizes at 

domestic and international film festivals. Andrzej Wajda has been making films 

for more than sixty years. In the last sixteen years, in Poland alone, his films 

have gathered a cinema audience of twelve million. They were sold to tens of 

territories around the the world. 

AFTERIMAGE is based on a true story of W. Strzemiński, a Polish painter and 

art theoretician. The film asks about the responsibility of modern art; about 

the relationship between students and their teacher - a master; and about the 

aftermath of war for a soldier. Above all however, it is a story of

a great personality, a unique artist destroyed by a political system. 

Censorship is becoming more strict in various territories. 

Although AFTERIMAGE takes place in the 40s and 50s, some contemporary 

artists are still imprisoned or mistreated, like Oleg Sentsov, an Ukrainian film 

director, sentenced to twenty years in a Russian prison or Jafar Panahi, an 

Iranian filmmaker, who is forbidden to leave his country.

AFTERIMAGE will be Bogusław Linda’s comeback to the big screen. 

The Polish actor rose to fame in the 80s. His films had millions of admissions 

in Poland, some are absolute classics, like THE DECALOGUE, Episode 7 by 

Krzysztof Kieślowski. 

An Oscar nominee, Paweł Edelman, is the cinematographer. 

Bronisława Zamachowska, a daughter of Zbigniew Zamachowski, known from 

the THREE COLOURS: WHITE by Krzysztof Kieślowski is debuting on screen as 

Strzemiński’s daughter. AFTERIMAGE is a unique collaboration of acclaimed 

filmmakers who have made an exceptional film.

Bio:

A graduate of Directing and Drama Dept. at the National Theatre School in Warsaw, 

a holder of PhD in Chemistry. One of the most recognized and experienced producers 

and directors in Poland. In 1986, he made his debut with Branzilla by H. Mann, which he 

directed for TVP’s Television Theatre. In the year 2001, along with Janusz Morgenstern, 

he financed the mega-production of Polish classic drama The Revenge, directed by An-

drzej Wajda, recently he produced Andrzej Wajda’s Oscar® nominated Katyń, as well as 

Tatarak (Sweet Rush 2009) and Wałęsa. Człowiek z nadziei. (Walesa. Man of Hope 2013). 
Since the very beginning of his career, Kwieciński has specialized in directing TV Theatre 

plays. Until now, there have been 147 performances produced, including dramas, 

arrangements, outdoor and studio productions – all either externally-produced 

or personally directed by Michał Kwieciński. Selected works: Double Portrait (1987), 

Stupid Jacob (1988), Garbus (1989), Close as Aliens (1991), Summer (1992), Full Eclipse 

(1994), The Tailor (1997), Mick Jagger’s Lips (1998), The White Dress (tv, 2003), 

Extras (2006, his feature film debut), Let’s Go to the Movies Tomorrow (tv, 2007), 

Days of Honor (tv, 2008 - 2014), Bodo (2016). 



PAWEŁ EDELMAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER

A Polish cinematographer from Łódź, graduate of the Łódź Film School and Film Studies at the Cultural Studies Dept. of the University of Łódź. In 2002, he got the Best 
European Cinematographer Prize of the European Film Acadamy and the César Award for the Best Cinematography for his work on THE PIANIST (2002). He was also 
nominated for the Academy Award and the BAFTA for the same film. He received a Nomination for Outstanding Achievement in Cinematography from the American Society of 
Cinematographers for THE PIANIST (2002) and RAY (2004). His credits include films both in and outside Poland.

Film Awards:
2008 – Katyń – Eagle Prize, (Polish Film Academy Award) Best Cinematography
2005 – Ray – American Society of Cinematographers (ASC) Prize – Nomination
2003 – The Pianist – Oscar® – Nomination in the Best Photography category
2003 – The Pianist – Eagle Prize, (Polish Film Academy Award) – Best Photography 
2003 – The Pianist – American Society of Cinematographers (ASC) Prize – Nomination 
2003 – The Pianist – Cesar – Best  Photography Prize 
2003 – The Pianist – BAFTA – Nomination for the Best Photography Prize 
2002 – Edges of the Lord – Eagle Prize (Polish Film Academy Award) – Nomination 
2002 – The Pianist – European Film Academy Prize – Best Photography 
2001 – The Big Animal – Eagle Prize (Polish Film Academy Award) – Nomination 
2000 – Mr Tadeusz – Eagle Prize (Polish Film Academy Award) –  Best Photography 
1999 – Demons of War – Eagle Prize (Polish Film Academy Award) – Nomination 
1999 – The Family Events – Eagle Prize (Polish Film Academy Award) – Nomination 
1997 – The Family Events – Bronze Frog Prize for the Best Photography Camerimage IFF
1997 – The Family Events – Best Cinematography Prize at the Gdynia PFF
1991 – Kroll  – Best Cinematography Prize at the Gdynia PFF



ANDRZEJ PANUFNIK
COMPOSER

Sir Andrzej Panufnik (1914, Warsaw – 1991, Twickenham) was a Polish 
composer, pianist, conductor and pedagogue. He became established as one 
of the leading Polish composers, and as a conductor he was instrumental in 
the re-establishment of the Warsaw Philharmonic orchestra after World War 
II. After his increasing frustration with the extra-musical demands made on 
him by the country’s regime, he defected to England in 1954. He briefly 
became chief conductor of the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, 
a post he relinquished after two years to devote all his time to composition.

Symphonies:
Symphony No. 1 (1939, lost 1944, reconstructed 1945) 
Symphony No. 2 (1941, lost 1944) 
Sinfonia Rustica (Symphony No. 1) (1948, revised 1955) 
Sinfonia Elegiaca (Symphony No. 2) (1957, revised 1966)
Sinfonia Sacra (Symphony No. 3) (1963) 
Sinfonia Concertante (Symphony No. 4), for flute, harp and small string orchestra (1973) 
Sinfonia di Sfere (Symphony No. 5) (1974-75) 
Sinfonia Mistica (Symphony No. 6) (1977) 
Metasinfonia (Symphony No. 7), for solo organ, timpani and string orchestra (1978) 
Sinfonia Votiva (Symphony No. 8) (1981, revised 1984) 
Symphony No. 9, Sinfonia di Speranza (1986, revised 1990) 
Symphony No. 10 (1988, revised 1990) 
Symphonic Variations (1935-36, lost 1944) 
Symphonic Allegro (1936, lost 1944) 
Symphonic Image (1936, lost 1944) 
Little Overture (c. 1937, lost 1944) 
Tragic Overture (1942, lost 1944, reconstructed 1945, revised 1955) 
Divertimento for Strings (adapted from music by Felix Janiewicz, 1947, revised 1955) 
Lullaby (1947, revised 1955) 
Nocturne (1947, revised 1955) 
Old Polish Suite, based on sixteenth and seventeenth century Polish works (1950, revised 
1955) Heroic Overture (1952, revised 1969) 
Rhapsody (1956) 
Polonia (1959) 
Autumn Music, for three flutes, three clarinets, percussion, celesta, piano, harp, violas, 
cellos,  and double basses (1962, revised 1965) 
Landscape, for string orchestra (1962, revised 1965) 
Jagiellonian Triptych, for string orchestra (based on early Polish works, 1966) 
Katyń Epitaph (1967. revised 1969) 
Concerto Festivo, for orchestra [without conductor] (1979) 
Concertino, for timpani, percussion and string orchestra (1979-80) 
Paean, for brass ensemble (1980) 
Arbor Cosmica, for twelve string soloists or string orchestra (1983) 
Harmony, for chamber orchestra (1989) 



BOGUSŁAW LINDA
- WŁADYSŁAW STRZEMIŃSKI 

Polish actor and film director. He is one of the few Polish Movie Stars. He graduated from the Ludwik Solski Academy for the Dramatic Arts in Cracow (1975). He had been 
involved in theatre and films equally. Since his film debut in 1976, he collaborated with the most influential Polish directors of the 80s and 90s, among others he gave shape 
to the iconic characters of the ”cinema of moral anxiety” movement films like Krzysztof Kieślowski’s Przypadek (Blind Chance, 1981), and Dekalog 7 (The Decalogue 7 1988), 
Agnieszka Holand’s Kobieta samotna (A Lonely Woman, 1981), Wojciech Marczewski’s Dreszcze (Shivers, 1981), or Feliks Falk’s Wodzirej (Top Dog, 1977). He acted in An-
drzej Wajda’s films Człowiek z żelaza (Man of Iron, 1981) and Danton (1982), as well as in the seminal films of the 90s, like Jan Jakub Kolski’s Jancio Wodnik (Johnny, the 
Acquarious, 1993), Władysław Pasikowski’s Kroll (1981) and Psy (The Pigs, 1992), and Andrzej Żuławski’s Szamanka (She-Shaman, 1996). He also founded the Warsaw Film 
School. He has been awarded with numerous prizes at the international and national film festivals.





AFTERIMAGE  becomes a multilayered, intellectual battle on a role of art and freedom of expression;  a film – caution; a film about a man / an artist destroyed by the system; 

a film on how dangerous it is to fuse political power with a will to shape people’s consciousness.     

Andrzej Wajda once again proves his mastery and acuity in observing historic social changes and mechanisms, so well remembered from his earlier classics like Kanal, Ashes 
and Diamonds, the Promised Land, Man of Marble, or Man of Iron.     

With astounding ingenuity, he asks crucial questions about responsibility – responsibility of a man for ideas one spreads; responsibility of an artist for keeping creative integrity; 

responsibility for lives of those around oneself; and – finally – a responsibility of governments for using administration system for destroying individual.       

Determinism of a constant change, evolution, and seeking for new forms of expression, that would show the world in more accurate, precise and detailed way, contravenes in 

the film with premises of social and political usefulness. The artistic, ideological growth is brutally put to end by the self-perpetuating authoritarian system that exerts ideas and 

employs culture and art for shaping the social consciousness – for producing slaves faithfully supporting a group of rulers. 

The great metaphor of a political system, which forcefully as if with the red sheet covers a window in a man’s / an artist’s apartment and with it – a possibility of observing and 

looking at the world, of drawing conclusions, of progression, of breathing and living. The redness overshadows reality imposing its own shades upon neutral colors. The only 

thing a living individual, who needs air and light to survive, can do, is to tear apart this thick, impenetrable, and suffocating cover of illusion. 

Modernist debates on a role of art and the artist in society that were forcibly silenced by Communists and their socialist realism in Eastern Europe, in the West were further 

developed by competing discourses of the Frankfurt school and hermeneutics. Now Andrzej Wajda returns to these fundamental questions asking them once again, this time 

in a context of the postmodernist fluid reality, with its new technological possibilities of the mass surveillance. Does a state have a right to restrict freedom of expression? Does 

the political power have a right to overrun every layer of human life? Are culture and art tools of social engineering or a field of creative freedom, necessary for carving the new 

answers to old questions and – therefore – for going forward in search of the yet unknown? He gets back to the specific historical situation of the 50s to remind the lessons of 

our past experiences.                                    

ABOUT A FILM



Established in 1992 by Michał Kwieciński, Akson Studio is one of the leading production companies in Poland. It has been cooperating with such outstanding filmmakers 
as: Andrzej Wajda, Roman Polański, Márta Mészáros,  Jerzy Skolimowski and many others. For over 20 years Akson Studio has successfully produced and co-produced 
more than 40 TV series and 37 feature films such as the Oscar nominated KATYŃ (2007) by A. Wajda, awarded at the Berlinale SWEET RUSH (2009) by the same direc-
tor, as well as coproduced ESSENTIAL KILLING (2010) by J. Skolimowski awarded at the Venice Film Festival. Akson Studio has also produced two of the recent most 
successful Polish films - WARSAW 44 (2014) by Jan Komasa and the highly acclaimed WALESA. MAN OF HOPE (2013) by A. Wajda. Akson Studio's most recent film is 
the NEW WORLD (2015), a debut by Elżbieta Benkowska, Łukasz Ostalski and Michał Wawrzecki.  

NEW WORLD 
(2015) 

BEYOND THE STEPPES 
(2012) 

SWEET RUSH
 (2009) 

KATYŃ
 (2007) 

THE REVENGE
 (2002) 

WARSAW44 
(2014) 

WALESA. MAN OF HOPE 
(2013) 

SHAMELESS 
(2012) 



Makeup: Janusz Kaleja

Editing: Grażyna Gradoń PSM 

Production Houses: Akson Studio, TVP - Telewizja Polska, 

National Audiovisual Institute (NINA), PISF, Tumult Foundation 

Country of production: Poland

Language: Polish 

Shooting: 12.09 – 30.10.2015, Poland  

Filming Locations: Poland (Łódź, Warsaw)

98’ DCP Poland 2016

Title (original): POWIDOKI 

Title (English): AFTERIMAGE  

Director: Andrzej Wajda  

Screenplay: Andrzej Mularczyk 

Cinematographer: Paweł Edelman 

Music: Andrzej Panufnik

Producer: Michał Kwieciński 

Starring: Bogusław Linda 

Sound: Maria Chilarecka, Kacper Habisiak, Marcin Kasiński

Production designer: Marek Warszewski 

Interior design: Inga Palacz 

Costume designer: Katarzyna Lewińska
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